
The Mini Necessary Clutch Wallet Class 
by Carol Sciarini 

 
 

Supply List: 
Fabric and Interfacing 
1 Fat Quarter for the Exterior of the wallet (or 1/4 yard) 
1 Fat Quarter for the Lining of the wallet (or 1/4 yard)  
1/2 yd fabric for the pockets and credit card slots (or if you want you can get 2 coordinating 
fabrics, 1/4 yd each, one for the credit card pockets and one for the zippered pockets) 
1 yard Fusible backing 45" wide (I used Pellon Decor 809*)  
1/4 yard Pellon Peltex*   
 
Tools and Notions 
Sewing Machine  
Zipper foot and 1/4 patchwork foot or edge foot 
Marking pen or chalk pencil (for fabric) 
Scissors 
9 inch zipper with nylon teeth*  
Thread to match fabrics 
Straight pins 
Jeans or Denim needle 
Wonder clips 
Magnetic closure* OR a twist lock closure.* 
  
If you want to add a wristlet or "across the body" strap, you will need 1 package of 1/2 inch 
D rings* and a package of swivel hooks.* 
  
*Dawn has these items available in the store. 
 
Cutting and Fusing Instructions: (do prior to coming to class) 
 
1) Piece D (the oval piece) 
 Cut 1 piece from the main fabric 
 Cut 1 piece from the lining fabric 
 Cut 2 pieces from the Decor Bond 809 and fuse to the wrong sides of the main fabric 
piece and the lining piece 
 
2) Piece A (the front flap) 
 Cut 1 from the main fabric 
 Cut 1 from the lining fabric 
 Cut 2 pieces from the Decor Bond  809 and fuse to the wrong sides of the main 
fabric piece  and the lining piece 
 If you are making a plain flap without the border, cut Piece E from Peltex 
 
 



3) If you are adding the Border B and C to the flap  
 Cut one Piece C from the peltex and cut as accurately as possible.  
 Save the center part of the peltex to use later in the flap. 
 Cut 2 pieces from fabric for Border B, then fuse the Peltex Piece C to the center of 
one of these pieces. 
 
4) Zipper Pocket 
 Cut 2 pieces fabric 5 1/2 inches by 7 1/2 inches (This is the outside of the pockets) 
 Cut 2 pieces Decor Bond 809 -  5 1/2 inches by 7 1/2 inches.  Fuse to fabric pieces. 
 Cut 2 pieces 5 1/2 inches by 4 inches (This is the lining inside the pockets) 
 2 scrap pieces of fabric to make zipper tabs 
 
5) Credit Card Pocket 
 Cut 2 pieces fabric 5 1/2 inches by 18 inches  
 Cut 2 pieces Decor Bond 809 5 1/2 inches by 18 inches. Fuse to fabric pieces. 
 Cut 1 piece fabric and 1 piece Decor Bond 809 5 1/2 inches by 8 1/2 inches and 
fuse together 
 
6)  Cut one piece of Peltex approximately 5 inches by 81/2 inches for the main body of the 
wallet.   
 
 
We have ironing stations, irons, cutting mats and rotary cutters available in the class room 
Remember to bring your lunch and any drinks you would like. 
 
See you in class! 
Carol 
 


